
Touchscreens for Gaming and Casino Management
True flat style to attract the players, full HD picture quality to keep them playing!

www.elogaming.com



Next Generation Gaming Solutions Built To Last 
Elo Touch Solutions produces a complete line of touchscreen components  
and displays for gaming machines, as well as touchcomputer, mobile tablet 
and interactive digital signage for front desk, restaurant and retail  
applications beyond the gaming floor. You asked for pure glass optical  
quality, zero-bezel true flat style, and lower cost of ownership. We have  
listened and delivered!

Proven quality
Elo gaming solutions have earned their reputation for top quality, while 
maintaining a competitive price point. We obsess over details to exceed  
the highest quality standards. We engineer and build monitors specifically for 
the demanding requirements of the gaming industry with touch technology 
that is built-in rather than bolted-on. We build our gaming touchscreens with 
full traceability and the same attention to detail as our healthcare monitors.

Gaming monitors with a choice of touch technology
• Sizes from 12 to 42 inch in open-frame gaming design (from 7 to 70 inch in other 

form factors)

• Touchscreen components in sizes from 6 to 46 inch in various technologies and 
aspect ratios

• Standard and wide screen formats

• From single touch to over 10 touch points

• True flat glass edge-to-edge designs or precision mini-bezel with splash-proof seal

• Anti-vandal versions passing ball drop test

• Long lasting product cycles

• Multiple panel options to support wide viewing angle needs 

• Future panel improvements phased in without external changes

• Custom solutions where standard product does not offer a perfect fit

• Touch and non-touch bundles with the same design and matching image quality

Reliable solutions
• Commercial grade components

• 3-year standard warranty

• Day and night operation

Designed to grab attention
• Integrated touch

• Pure-glass surface

• Vivid colors, fast touch response

Overview
• World’s largest commercial 

touchmonitor manufacturer

• Every 57 seconds,  
a new Elo touchscreen is  
installed somewhere

•  Sizes from 7 to 70 inches

•  Over 300 models to fit your needs

•  Over 500 global patents

•  Innovative true flat touchscreen 
technologies with clear glass to 
preserve full HD graphics

Experienced monitor design
• True flat surface for curved or flat  

touch panels

• Compact and easy to integrate

• Narrow borders

• Multiple mounting options

• Remote OSD



Touch solutions for applications beyond the gaming floor
• 7 to 70 inch for all areas of the gaming and casino environment

• Elo Tablet supports mobile applications such as in the sports book, mobile greeting  
and line busting

• Large and small interactive digital signage displays provide the perfect solution for 
casino way-finding, interactive advertising, point-of-information and scoreboards

• Elo’s desktop touchmonitors and all-in-one touchcomputers are ideally suited  
for loyalty program kiosks as well as hotel, restaurant, and retail point-of-sale  
(POS) systems.

Lottery, sports betting and bingo
• Specialized touchmonitors for both employee-activated lottery POS systems and  

public VLTs. 

• All-in-one touchcomputers offer a complete system in the footprint of a standard 
desktop monitor and are a perfect fit for bingo halls and sports betting, as well as at 
gaming tables for player card and table management

• Elo also supplies touch technology to some of the world’s largest lottery OEMs

Unrivalled touch technology and true flat designs
An outstanding players’ experience yields increased casino revenues. 
Independent comparative tests have shown players simply preferred Elo  
surface acoustic wave touch technology over alternatives because of the  
fast and accurate response, the ultimate picture quality, light transmission,  
and the drift-free performance.

Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW)
Elo offers cost-effective SAW technology in various curved or flat panel 
configurations, all with pure glass touchscreens.  There are no coatings, films or 
wires to get in the way of your investment in full HD game graphics. 

• True flat edge-to-edge without bezel (IntelliTouch® Zero-Bezel / iTouch)

• Mini-bezel design (IntelliTouch®)

• Anti-vandal with break resistant glass (SecureTouch®)

• Curved designs

• Single-touch or multi-touch

Projected Capacitive (PCAP)
Elo IntelliTouch Pro projected capacitive touch technology offers the players a 
fast and sensitive response combined with a sleek, waterproof, true flat design 
ideal for tabletop integration and electronic roulette.  Elo PCAP is designed for 
the rigors of public use in gaming applications using professional commercial 
components rather than consumer-grade electronics.
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Surface Capacitive (SCAP)
For backwards compatibility, Elo offers surface capacitive touchscreens compatible with third party touch controllers to help 
lower your maintenance costs while reducing total cost of ownership.

Additional Elo touch technologies include AccuTouch® five-wire resistive and CarrollTouch® infrared. 



www.elogaming.com 
www.elotouch.com 
www.youtube.com/user/elotouchsolutions 
800-ELO-TOUCH (356-8682)

Getting Started - Today

For more information on how Elo Touch Solutions can 

provide your organization with a new and exciting 

competitive advantage, please visit us online at:

To find out more about our extensive range of Elo touch solutions, go to www.elotouch.com, or call the office nearest you.

North America 
Elo Touch Solutions 
1033 McCarthy Boulevard 
Milpitas, CA 95035

800-ELO-TOUCH 
Tel +1 408 597 8000 
Fax +1 408 597 8050 
customerservice@elotouch.com

Europe 
Tel +32 (0)16 70 45 00 
Fax +32 (0)16 70 45 49 
elosales@elotouch.com

Asia-Pacific 
Tel +86 (21) 3329 1385 
Fax +86 (21) 3329 1400 
www.elotouch.com.cn

Latin America 
Tel 786-923-0251 
Fax 305-931-0124 
www.elotouch.com
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Why Elo?
Experience what more and more gaming professionals have discovered:

 Commitment to quality, reliability and innovation

 True flat designs featuring SAW and projected capacitive (PCAP) technology

 Elo surface acoustic wave and PCAP reliability—no issues with recalibration or scratches

 Benefit from local customer service and support in your language, from product conception to deployment and beyond

 5-7 year extended product lifecycles using professional, commercial-grade components 

 Compliance engineers to assist as needed for your total system approvals

 Pull from stock in a warehouse near you or pick up directly at our factory

 3-year global warranty supported by repair centers in over 30 countries

About Elo 
Elo founders pioneered the touchscreen over 40 years ago. Today, Elo Touch 
Solutions is a leading global supplier of commercial touchscreens. The Elo 
portfolio encompasses the broadest selection of OEM touchscreen components, 
touchmonitors, all-in-one touchcomputers, interactive digital signage displays and 
mobile tablets for the demanding requirements of diverse gaming, lottery, and 
casino applications. The Elo touch experience has consistently stood for quality, 
reliability and innovation with over 20 million installations worldwide.  
We know touch – it’s our only business.


